We give operational meaning to wave-particle duality in terms of discrimination games. Duality arises as a constraint on the probability of winning these games. The games are played with the aid of an n-port interferometer, and involve 3 parties, Alice and Bob, who cooperate, and the House, who supervises the game. In one game called ways they attempt to determine the path of a particle in the interferometer. In another, called phases, they attempt to determine which set of known phases have been applied to the different paths. The House determines which game is to be played by flipping a coin. We find a tight wave-particle duality relation that allows us to relate the probabilities of winning these games, and use it to find an upper bound on the probability of winning the combined game. This procedure allows us to describe wave-particle duality in terms of discrimination probabilities.
Quantum coherence has become an active area of research since its first treatment as a resource theory [1] . In this theory, one first chooses a basis and then specifies the set of incoherent states as those that are diagonal with respect to the chosen basis. One also defines incoherent operations, which can be done in a number of different ways [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , but a minimum requirement is that an incoherent operation not create coherence, i.e., that it maps the set of incoherent states into itself. It is possible to quantify the coherence of a state by its distance from the set of incoherent states for some appropriate distance measure. In [1] , measures of coherence using the 1 norm and the relative entropy were defined. Robustness of coherence is yet another such measure recently introduced in [6, 7] , and shown to be a lower bound to the 1 -norm of coherence [1, 2] . The two measures were also shown to be equivalent for certain classes of states. At variance with other measures of coherence, robustness of coherence is both operational and observable. A review of the current status of the study of quantum coherence can be found in [8] .
The work on the quantification of coherence has led to a revival of studies of wave-particle duality. A particle going through an interferometer can take any number of paths and eventually produce an interference pattern. There is a trade-off in how much information one has about the path, and the strength of the interference pattern. In the case of two paths, it was possible to quantify this relation by using the visibility of the interference pattern as a measure of the wave-like properties of the system [9] [10] [11] [12] . These relations take the form
where D is a measure of the path information and V is the visibility. In the earlier studies the path information was related to the probabilities, derived from the state of the particle inside the interferometer, that the particle would take a particular path. In a seminal paper, Englert introduced path detectors, whose state changes if a particle passes through them, and he used the distinguishability of the detector states as a measure of the path information [12] . These studies were extended to more than two paths using different measures of the wave properties of the system by a number of authors [11, [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . A different type of wave-particle duality relation using information quantities, which is not of the form given in Eq. (1), was derived by Angelo and Ribeiro [18] . With the advent of coherence measures, which are natural candidates for measures of the wave-like properties of a quantum system, additional duality relations were derived. The first was by Bera, et al. and used the 1 coherence measure for the wave properties and an upper bound for the probability of successfully unambiguously distinguishing the path detector states for the path information [19] . In [20] two duality relations were derived. The first made use of the 1 coherence measure and the probability of successfully distinguishing the detector states by using minimum-error discrimination. The second used the entropic coherence measure and the mutual information between the path-detector states and any measurement to distinguish them. All of the duality relations derived from the coherence measures are for n paths.
In this letter, we give an operational meaning to waveparticle duality entirely based on discrimination tasks. Discrimination is arguably the most fundamental information theory primitive. Thus, by doing so, we provide a very intuitive, robust and precise interpretation of duality. We present a novel duality relation (Theorem 2), much stronger than that given in [20] . It defines a convex region on a plane given essentially by the success proba-bility of phase discrimination -or alternatively, by the 1 coherence measure-and the success probability of path discrimination (Fig. 2) . Any physical n-port interferometric experiment corresponds (or can be mapped) to a point in this region. For n = 2, the region is nothing but the positive quadrant of a circle, just like the region defined by Eq. (1). As n becomes larger, the shape of the region approaches a right triangle shape, which corresponds to a linear, rather than quadratic, duality relation. At variance with previous duality relations, ours is tight, and we identify input states and setups that define the boundary of the physical region. It is, therefore, the tightest duality relation involving the aforementioned quantities that one can write. The result follows from an attainable bound on the 1 coherence measure, which we call Lemma 1. Weaker, but simpler, duality relations can be derived from Lemma 1. In particular, before deriving Theorem 2, we give such a relation which is linear (Theorem 1).
Our results are presented as a game, which consists of two parts, both of which are games in their own right. There is a history of using games to analyze coherence and path information. In [21] it was shown that wave particle duality relations of the form of Eq. (1) are equivalent to a formulation of the uncertainty principle in terms of entropies. Two games were used in the derivation: a "particle" game and a "wave" game. The setting for both is a two-path interferometer with ancillary systems attached. In the first game, Alice (the player) can try to determine which path a photon took, and in the second, she tries to determine whether a phase of φ 0 or φ 0 +π was applied to the photon in one arm of the interferometer. Alice's ability to win both games is limited by an entropic uncertainty relation that was proved in [21] , from which the duality relations follow. This was generalized to an n-path interferometer in [22] . For path information the authors used the success probability of minimum error discrimination, as in [20] , and visibility to quantify the wave-like behavior of the particle in the interferometer. In [6] the probability of winning a game to determine phase information was related to the robustness of coherence.
Our formulation in terms of a game and discrimination probabilities enables us to formalize wave-particle duality in an abstract, mathematically precise, and model independent way as restrictions on the probabilities of winning these games. We begin with a discussion of the games.
Before going into detail, let us introduce the games (see Fig. 1 ) in their simplest terms. There are three parties, Alice and Bob, who cooperate to try to win, and the House, who supervises the games. The games are played on an n-port interferometer fed with a single particle in a quantum state ρ, supplied by Alice and Bob. The House can apply one of n sets of phases to the paths in the interferometer, and each set is labelled. These sets are known to Alice and Bob and each is equally likely. The interferometer paths are coupled to path detectors. The interaction between the particle and the detectors can be described by a controlled-unitary operation; if the particle is in a particular path, the detectors end up in a state that depends on that path [12] . Alice is given access to the particle and Bob is given access to the detectors, and once they are, they cannot communicate. The House then flips a fair coin to decide which of the two games Alice and Bob will play. In the game called phases, Alice tries to determine the label corresponding to the set of phases that has been applied to the interferometer paths, and Bob does not play. They win if Alice guesses the correct label. In the game called ways, Alice measures the particle in the path basis, and Bob measures the detectors, and they win if their measurement results agree. We are interested in the winning probability of the combined game.
In more detail, we can describe a general (singleparticle) multi-path interferometer in terms of a special orthonormal basis {|j } n−1 j=0 of C n , where |j is the state of the particle when it takes the j-th path. We will refer to it as the path basis. We shall denote the sets of phases as φ r := {φ j r } n−1 j=0 , r = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1, and the operator that applies them to the particle in the interferometer is
An n-path interferometer can perfectly discriminate among at most n different such sets of phases. The interaction of the particle in the interferometer with the detectors is described by a controlled unitary operation |j |0 → |j |η j , where |0 is the initial state of the detectors, and |η j is the state of the detectors if the particle is in path j. If the initial state of the particle was ρ = n−1 j,k=0 ρ jk |j k|, the state after the phases and the controlled unitary have been applied is
where the superscript AB indicates that this is the bipartite state shared by Alice and Bob. We would like to mention that one can take a more resource-theoretically-inspired approach to this problem. In this scenario, Bob is given access to the particle itself. The important resource here is the coherence of ρ with respect to the path basis. Bob then performs a measurement in order to determine which path the particle took. For this purpose he is allowed to make use of the most general quantum instrument [23] , as long as it does not change the particle's path, or rather, the probability of the particle being in any particular path. We thus put forward the notion of "path measurement" as a quantum instrument that maps |j j| into itself for any path j. This implies that Bob's measurement is a so called genuinely incoherent operation [8] , which cannot increase the coherence of ρ. One can easily show that these operations can be accomplished by Bob appending an ancilla, which in this version replaces the detectors, in the state |0 to the particle and applying a controled-unitary map |j |0 → |j |η j to the combined system. The result is again ρ AB r . Some comments on this version of the game are in order. First, note that Bob can do the above independently of the House's choice of phases, as their application to the paths commutes with Bob's measurement; the operations defined in Eq. (2) are incoherent with respect to the path basis, just as Bob's measurement is. Second, if no restrictions on Bob's measurement were imposed, he could always perfectly correlate his outcomes with Alice's, i.e., they could always win ways with probability one, without compromising Alice's ability to win phases. In particular, if the input state were maximally coherent, they could win with probability one, which would render the game trivial. No restrictions on the winning probabilities, and thus no duality relation, would exist in this situation (see supplemental material for more details).
If Alice and Bob play ways, Alice will measure the particle in the path basis. Bob then knows that the detectors are in one of the states in the ensemble {ρ jj , |η j η j |} n−1 l=0 . Thus, the best he can do is to perform the optimal measurement that discriminates among the pure states {|η j } n−1 j=0 , each with probability given by ρ jj . If Alice and Bob play phases, Bob does nothing (in fact, nothing Bob does affects Alice's ability to win phases), and Alice is faced with the task of determining the label of the set of phases that was applied by discriminating among the states
each of which has a probability of 1/n. There is no restriction on the measurement Alice can perform to accomplish her task. We denote Alice's success probability by P ph . It was shown in [7] that its maximum value, P * ph , is achieved with the choice φ * r = {2πrj/n} n−1 j=0 , in which case P * ph = X + 1/n, where
Here C 1 (ρ r ) is the 1 coherence measure of any of the states in Eq. (4). So we have the bound
We will next derive our first duality bound, which we present in the form of a theorem
Theorem 1
The maximum probability that Alice and Bob win the combined game is
where P way is the probability that Alice and Bob win if they play ways. This bound can be attained only if the input state ρ is maximally coherent, namely, if ρ = |ψ ψ|,
j=0 |j . In this case, it is sufficient that the phases are given by φ * r , and {|η j } n−1 j=0 are symmetric states with constant overlap,
To derive this result, we use the following lemma, which we prove in the supplemental material:
Lemma 1 For any set of states {ρ
r=0 of the form of Eq. (3), the following bound holds:
where X, Eq. (5), is the normalized 1 coherence measure of any of the states tr B ρ AB r in Eq. (4), and P d is the maximum success probability of discrimination among the states, {|η j } n−1 j=0 . The bound is attained if η j |η k = s, 0 ≤ j, k ≤ n − 1, j = k, with s independent of j and k, and ρ jk = 1/n.
The wining probability is P win = (P ph +P d )/2, where P ph (P way = P d ) is the probability that Alice (Bob) guesses the phase (the state |η j ) right. Therefore, as can we read off from Eqs. (6) and (9), one has
The right hand site of this inequality can be easily maximized over 0 ≤ P d ≤ 1, yielding Eq. (7) at the value of
For an ensemble of equiprobable states, all of them with the same overlap s, the probability of success is known to be given by [15] (see the supplemental material for an alternative derivation)
One can easily check that the overlaps in Eq. (8) yield Eq. (11). This concludes the proof of Theorem 1. Theorem 1 provides an operational meaning to waveparticle duality. In the limit n → ∞, a choice of measurement for perfect path determination completely prevents Alice from discriminating phases. Likewise, from a setup for perfect phase discrimination no information can be inferred about the path followed by the particle in the interferometer. We can hence view our result as an "uncertainty relation" for these two incompatible tasks. For finite n, the maximum winning probability is larger than 1/2, thus providing Alice and Bob with a means to get advantage over the House, if they make the right choices indicated in Theorem 1.
Note that the bound in Eq. (7) for n > 2 cannot be derived from any of the quadratic wave-particle duality relation found in the literature. Take, e.g., the duality relation of reference [20] and recall Eq. (6). Then, we obtain the much weaker bound P win ≤ 1/ √ 2 + O(1/n), where the 1/ √ 2 term results typically from quadratic bounds of the form of Eq. (1). This shows that this type of duality relation for multi-port interferometers is generically not tight. Various regions involved in Theorem 2, for n = 2 (union of pale blue, yellow and orange regions), n = 9 (union of yellow and orange regions), and n → ∞ (orange region). The region defined by the bound in [20] coincides with the n = 2 region.
We now turn to our strongest wave-particle duality relation. Let us first introduce the variables x and y, defined as
The variable x is nothing but a normalized version of the 1 coherence measure. The variable y was introduced in [11] and used in [21, 22] . It takes into account that by random guessing, without performing any actual measurement, the probability of identifying the path that a particle took in an n-port interferometer (i.e., P way in the language of games) is P d = 1/n. These two variables take values in the interval [0, 1]. With their aid, the duality bound of [20] can be written in a more suggestive form as
This equation states that wave-particle duality constrains the value of x and y arising from any physically realizable interferometric experiment to lie inside the positive quadrant of a unit circle in the x-y plane. Because of the inequality in Eq. (6), the very same region is obtained using the more symmetrical definitions
which involves only operational quantities. Now we can state our strongest result in the form of a theorem Theorem 2 All points (x, y), where x and y are the variables defined in Eq. (13) or Eq. (15), are constrained to lie on the region T ∪ E, where T is the right triangle (orange region in Fig. 2) x + y − 1 ≤ 0, x > 0, y > 0, and E is the portion of ellipse (e.g., yellow region in Fig. 2 )
The conditions η j |η k = s, 0 ≤ j, k ≤ n − 1, j = k, with s independent of j and k, and ρ jk = 1/n (input state maximally coherent), define the elliptical section of the boundary.
The theorem follows immediately from Eq. (9), which can be expressed as (17) From Eq. (16), one can read off the location of the center of the ellipse E, its semi-major and semi-minor axis and its orientation. In particular, the center, O, and the semi-minor axis, OB, lie on the line x = y. The semi-major axis OA is parallel to the line x + y = 1, at a distance of [ √ 2(n − 1)] −1 below it. The length of the semi minor axis is OB = n/2/(n − 1). We readily see that as n grows, OB becomes smaller and the semi-major axis approaches the line x + y = 1. In the limit n → ∞ the ellipse collapses to the line x + y = 1 and the physical region becomes the orange triangle in Fig. 2 ; the duality relation becomes linear, x + y ≤ 1. Theorem 1 defines the section x = y of the physical region.
We would like to emphasize that the duality relation defined by these regions is tight. Theorem 2 identifies input states and overlaps of Bob's (the detector) states {|η j } n−1 j=0 that characterize the boundary. In particular, only if the interferometer is fed with a maximally coherent state, |ψ = (1/ √ n) n−1 j=0 |j , can x and y lie on the boundary.
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The quantity, ρ ii is the probability that Alice will obtain the i-th outcome if she performs a measurement in the computational basis. Accordingly, |η i is Bob's posterior state. The states |η j are normalized but non-orthogonal in general. If Bob is asked to guess Alice's outcome, He will need to discriminate with maximum success probability what state of the ensemble {ρ ii , |η i } Alice's measurement has produced. The optimal minimum-error measurement is described by a POVM (positive operator valued measure) defined by a set {Π j } n−1 j=0 of positive operators that sum up to the identity, n−1 j=0 Π j = 1 1, and the success probability is given by
Let us first assume that {|η j } n−1 j=0 are linearly independent. Then, the POVM opretators are one-dimensional projections, Π j = |m j m j |, for j = 0, 1, 2, . . . n − 1, where the states |m j are orthonormal [24] . The probability of successfully discriminating the states becomes
It is convenient to express the success probability in a different form. Let |η j = √ ρ jj |η j , and define the matrix B by
which implies that
The matrix B satisfies the relation B † B = W , where,
and W is the (generalized) Gram matrix of the states |η j , j = 0, 1, 2, . . . n − 1. The maximum success probability of minimum error discrimination for any ensemble {ρ jj , |η j }, i.e., for fixed W , is then given by
For the coherence measure we use the scaled version of the 1 -norm of coherence used in [1] , which can also be expressed in terms of W as
where we have use that positivity (ρ ≥ 0) implies |ρ ij | ≤ √ ρ ii √ ρ jj . Here and hereafter, the summation limits are omitted to keep the notation uncluttered. The bound is attained if ρ ij = 1/n for all 0 ≤ i, j ≤ n − 1. We note that the optimization in Eq. (23) does not invalidate Eq. (24), as the maximization is constrained by the condition B † B = W . So, hereafter we can assume that B maximizes the success probability for a given Bob's ensemble {ρ ii , |η i }. Keeping this in mind, the error probability is
We will show that the maximum value of X depends in a very specific manner on the maximum probability of success P d . We will find an upper bound to X, starting with Eq. (24), which we can write as
and show that the bound is attained by (symmetric) states such that η i |η j = s, i = j, and ρ ij = 1/n, where 0 ≤ s ≤ 1 is independent of i and j. So, this class of states maximizes coherence for a given value of our path information measure. First, Eq. (26) can be bounded as
where we have used the triangle inequality. We next use Schwarz inequality in both terms to get
The first terms can be written is a more transparent way introducing the notation x = (i, j), i = j, and the vectors V, U with components
We can compute A n by setting |B ij | = 1. This gives us n(n − 1)(n − 2) = n(n − 1)A n . Thus A n = n − 2, and
Recalling (25), we finally get
One can immediately check that this bound is attained by the choice
The maximum probability of success is given by
(since all the diagonal terms are equal, we know that the equation above gives indeed the optimal probability of success (see, e.g., Theorem 1 in [26] ). Also,
For i = j,
Thus, all the overlaps are equal. This proves Theorem 1 for independent {|η j }. For linearly dependent states, the Gram matrix formalism cannot be applied since the POVM elements have in general rank greater than one. However, P d and X are both continuous functions of the components of the states {|η j } n−1 j=0 for any value of n. This is apparent for X, since it just depends on all the overlaps of these states, as shown in Eq. (24) . As for the continuity of P d , we can use the following lemma Lemma 2 The maximum success probability of discrimination among the various elements of an ensemble of states ρ := {p i , ρ i } n−1 i=0 is a Lipschitz continuous function of the entries of the density matrices in the ensemble.
Let us prove Lemma 2. Denote the maximum success probability of the lemma by P 
(Here, we consider the probabilities p i to be fixed quantities.) Then, for any two ensembles ρ and σ,
Note that the right hand side of Eq. (43) is upper bounded by
The two traces in brackets are, in turn, upper bounded by k ρ − σ , where k is some constant (independent of ρ and σ), since the operators {Π ρ i } and {Π σ i } are all bounded. Thus,
which concludes the proof. Assume now that there exists some linearly dependent ensemble of states {ρ ii , |η i } that violates Eq. (9) . So, the left hand side of this equation would yield a value γ 0 > 0 for such ensemble. We can now change some components of the states |η i by any (sufficiently small) amount > 0 and make them linearly independent. For the modified states, the left hand side of Eq. (9) would now yield γ( ) ≤ 0. But the expression on the left hand side of Eq. (9) is a continuous function of X and P d , and thus, a continuous function of the components of the states that belong to the ensemble for any , and taking the limit → 0 we recover the original ensemble {ρ ii , |η i }, hence γ 0 = lim →0 γ( ) ≤ 0 in contradiction with the assumption γ 0 > 0. In summary, Eq. (9) holds for any ensemble {ρ ii , |η i }, regardless whether the states are linearly dependent or independent.
Before clossing this section, we note that one can easily solve for b and w the rightmost equations in Eqs. We will show that if Bob is allowed to perform any measurement, not necessarily non-demolishing in the path basis, then Alice and Bob can always win the ways game, without affecting the success probability of the phases game.
Bob's task is to attain maximal correlations between his outcomes and those that Alice will obtain when they play ways and she is asked to measure the system in the path basis. Bob's ability to determine which path the particle took is quantified by the correlation
where p(j, k) is the probability of Bob's outcome being j and Alice's k. In other words, the probability of winning this game, P way , is the probability of Bob guessing correctly the outcome of Alice's projective measurement on the path basis. Here, it is important to recall that Bob's measurement is a generalized measurement performed on the very same system that is subsequently measured by Alice.
With this in mind, Alice and Bob can devise the following strategy. Suppose that the sets of phases are given by φ * r = {(2π/n)rj} n−1 j=0 , with r = 0, 1, . . . n − 1. Bob performs optimal minimum error discrimination of the phases, which he can do with success probability P ph = (1 + C R )/n, where C R is the robustness of coherence of the input state ρ. Then, upon measurement outcome r, Bob prepares the system on state |r , i.e., he encodes the output of the phase-measurement in the path-basis. Alice's part is now extremely simple: she just has to measure in the path basis, regardless of whether the House asks her to play ways or phases. Clearly, by doing so she will maximize the correlations with Bob, i.e., P way = 1 when they play ways. When they play phases, she will provide the same (optimal) guess as Bob. Thus,
In particular, if the input state ρ is maximally coherent, C R = C 1 = n − 1, thus P win = 1, which renders the game trivial. In summary, if Bob's (which-way) measurement can change p(k) = j p(j, k), no wave-particle duality relation can be observed.
